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Tracy Ann Haynes
Tracy Ann Haynes has a passion for taking on challenges, advocating
equality, and assisting those in need. Tracy is an experienced policy
advisor, meeting facilitator, and project manager. She also has a
strong understanding of in early-stage sourcing and due diligence,
monitoring and evaluation, and negotiations. Her educational
background includes a bachelor’s degree in environmental studies
from the University of Waterloo and a master’s degree specializing in
International Development from the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology. She is currently working toward an International MBA at
the Schulich School of Business and focused on a future career in
social impact investment. Tracy has a strong belief in volunteering,
committing significant time and energy to assisting newly arrived
migrants and refugees as well as underprivileged youth. She also
enjoys a great debate over a cup of strong coffee.

Brad Andrews
Brad Andrews is a non-profit professional with a desire to bring change to the
social sector. He is passionate about models that see well-run organizations in
the sector receiving the funding that they need to solve society’s trickiest
problems.
Brad is a relational leader, whose experience comes from roles as Executive
Director, Board Member and Super-Dad. While his undergraduate degree was in
engineering, the majority of his career has been spent in outdoor education,
where he learned the value of experiential education, leadership development
and good communication. He is an avid learner and feels that he has much to
gain from good conversations, good books and good people.

Nitin Kumar
Nitin Kumar is an MBA student specializing in finance and entrepreneurial
studies. In addition to being an undergraduate in Commerce, he is also a
Chartered Accountant from India. Working in multiple domains of finance for
half a decade has allowed him to develop expertise in corporate finance,
process optimization and project management. He is passionate about social
causes and has held diverse positions in different national level
NGOs/foundations in India. He was also part of a WWF (World Wide Fund for
nature) fellowship where he worked with artists from the Indian film fraternity
to design and execute a state level environmental campaign. He is an ardent
fan of Japanese manga and is always free for a game of soccer.

Sujeet Das
Sujeet Das Sujeet brings diverse and creative experience coupled with
infectious enthusiasm into every project he worked on. He started working
for the United Nations from 2007 as Volunteer. Over the last eleven years,
his social impact work spanned across Uganda, India and Afghanistan. He
got involved and associated with Sparsh, CRY and Teach For India
foundation as Project Leader and Contributor. He always believes in the idea
of connecting society with technology. His ideas during his undergrad in
electronics engineering involved utilizing an adhoc network for earthquake
rescue which received appreciation from Georgia Tech and US Geological,
and brain tumor cell detection algorithm was praised by Rockefeller New
York. His work experience involves working with brands such as Oracle
where he got the opportunity to be nominated for Harvard University’s
course on Design Thinking, Gates Foundation, P&G and IIMA. His MBA journey is filled with Case Analysis team,
Arts and Media as well as SIMA stations. He strongly believes in solving problems creatively and in an out of box
way in his every role.

